
Terms and Conditions for the Contest  
“Buy a Timex Ironman Watch and get a Chance to Meet Sultan” 

This contest is brought to you by Timex Group India Ltd. (“TGIL”). 
 
 

The “Buy a Timex Ironman Watch and get a Chance to Meet Sultan” is a contest where the participants 
can take part and the winners of the contest will get a chance to meet Sultan i.e. Salman Khan, Actor in 
Mumbai. The details of the contest and its terms & conditions are explained herein below.  
 
Please read the Terms and Conditions carefully before taking part in this contest. By taking part, the 
participant agrees to be bound by these Terms and Conditions and shall not dispute the same at any point 
of time.  
 

1. This contest is valid for a period starting from 9th June, 2016 till 19th June, 2016 or till stock lasts, 
whichever is earlier (hereinafter referred as “Contest Period”). 
 

2. This limited period offer is available to an individual who is legal resident of the Republic of India 
and has attained the age of 18 years at the time of participation (except for the state of Tamil 
Nadu or wherever else prohibited by Law). Employees of TGIL and its associate companies and 
their immediate family members (having blood relation with employee) are not eligible to 
participate in the Contest. This contest is open for the participation of individuals only and not for 
second hand purchase, Institutional Customers, Companies, agencies, partnership firms, HUFs, 
NGOs and other forms of legal entities. 
 

1. The contestant can participate in this Contest by purchasing a Timex Ironman Sleek 150 series 
watch (hereinafter referred as “Product”) only from the selected authorized sale outlets and from 
Amazon India website i.e. www.amazon.in during the Contest Period within the territory of India. 
To know details of selected authorized sale outlets please contact Toll free Customer Care No. 
18004192727 (Monday to Saturday between 10.00 am to 7.00 pm (except government holidays)). 
In case of purchase from selected authorized sales outlet, (hereinafter referred as “off-line 
purchase”) the contestant shall collect the scratch card from the concerned sales outlet at the 
time of purchase of product. The scratch card is a paper coupon. On receiving scratch card, the 
participant has to scratch off the card and if he/ she finds words “Sultan” written on the scratch 
card, then he/ she shall be considered as the lucky winner, subject to fulfillment of other 
conditions mentioned herein. Whereas, in case of purchase from Amazon India website, 
(hereinafter referred as “on-line purchase”) Amazon will generate a list of customers who have 
purchased the Product during the Contest period. Amongst these participants, 10 participants will 
be picked through a computerized random draw of lots to whom a trivia question will be sent. The 
participants will be required to send their answers by 29th June, 2016 or as specified in the e-mail. 
Subsequently, 5participants (out of the 10 participants) who answer correctly will be picked 
through computerized random draw of lots and will be declared winners and entitled to meet 
Salman Khan at the Meet and Greet Session, subject to fulfillment of other conditions mentioned 
herein.  
 

3. In total 10 contestants (5 from off-line purchase and 5 from on-line purchase) who satisfy the 
conditions of this Contest, shall be declared as the lucky winners of the Contest. The off-line 
contestant who satisfies the terms and conditions of the Contest shall communicate his/ her 
details to TGIL at email address custservice@timexindia.com and customer care number 

http://www.amazon.in/
mailto:custservice@timexindia.com


18004192727 within 3 days from the purchase of Product between 10.00 am and 7.00 pm 
(Monday to Saturday (except government holidays)). 
 

4. In case of any defect in scratch card, the contestant should immediately contact the concerned 
selected authorized sale outlets and ask for a fresh scratch card subject to satisfaction of 
concerned authorized sale outlets. Further in case of any issue being faced by Participant with 
Amazon India, the contestant should immediately contact the Amazon India at link  
https://www.amazon.in/gp/help/customer/display.html?ie=UTF8&nodeId=200507590&ref_=nav_t

opnav_help or at phone number 18004192727 (Mon to Sat, 10am - 7pm). TGIL shall not entertain any 
correspondence in these regard and shall not be held responsible in any manner whatsoever. 
 

5. The winner ((in case of off-line purchase) will have to produce copy of valid bill, scratch coupon 
and a self attested valid identity and residence proof (PAN Card/ Voter Card/ Ration Card/ 
Passport/Driving License/ Aadhar Card/ other document issued by Government Dept., as may be 
acceptable to TGIL) to TGIL in order to claim the Reward by 01st July, 2016. TGIL at its sole 
discretion reserve rights to verify original documents, if required. In case, where a winner has 
failed to submit documents within this timeline to the satisfaction of TGIL, TGIL has the right to 
completely disqualify the winner.  
 

6. The winner (in case of on-line purchase) will by 1st July, 2016 have to produce copy of valid bill and 
a self attested valid identity and residence proof (PAN Card/ Voter Card/ Ration Card/ 
Passport/Driving License/ Aadhar Card/ other document issued by Government Dept., to Amazon 
India and TGIL in order to claim the Reward. In case, where a winner has failed to submit 
documents within this timeline, he/she shall be disqualified.  
 

7. The announcement of the winners shall be communicated to their respective contact details 
shared with TGIL/Amazon by 6th July, 2016. However, this date is subject to change which will be 
communicated by TGIL. 
 

8. The declared winners of the Contest will get a chance to meet Salman Khan, Actor at the meet and 
greet session in Mumbai, the date and location of which shall be informed to Winners within 
reasonable time (hereinafter referred as “Reward”). Notwithstanding the aforementioned, under 
the circumstances of unavailability of the Reward, a reward of a similar value, as determined by 
TGIL at its own discretion, shall be distributed to the winners for which he/she has been selected. 
The participant/ winners shall not be entitled to challenge the decision of TGIL pertaining to the 
change in Reward. 

 
9. Decision of TGIL with regard to any conflict or any other matter regarding this contest including 

winner selection shall be final and binding on the contestants. TGIL shall not entertain any 
correspondence in this regard and shall not be responsible for any loss of whatsoever nature. 

 
10. All the winners, including those located outside Mumbai, will need to make their own 

arrangement to reach the venue to be informed by TGIL within reasonable Time. TGIL shall not be 
liable to make any travelling, lodging or any other arrangement/expenditure for winners.  

 
11. This offer is non-transferrable, non-endorsable and cannot be exchanged. The winner cannot 

claim cash in lieu of the reward. The Reward is offered on ‘NO EXCHANGE NO REFUND’ basis. 
 

https://www.amazon.in/gp/help/customer/display.html?ie=UTF8&nodeId=200507590&ref_=nav_topnav_help
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12. If the winner rejects his/her reward or in the event of non-compliance with these terms and 
conditions, such reward will be forfeited. 
 

13. TGIL reserves the right to withdraw/suspend/cancel/curtail/amend/alter this contest without any 
prior notice and without assigning any reason thereof and shall not be responsible/ liable for any 
damages, claims or compensation.  
 

14. TGIL shall not be responsible for any loss or damage, if it has to discontinue/ cancel/ amend/ alter 
this contest in compliance of any law, ruling, order, regulation, requirement, Instruction of any 
Central / State government, or for any other unavoidable reason beyond their control.   
 

15. Contestant agrees and confirms that no claims in respect of damages or consequential loss or 
delays if any shall be claimed by him/ her against TGIL or its channel partners in respect of this 
contest. 
 

16. At the TGIL request, lucky winners must participate in all promotional activities (such as publicity 
and photography) surrounding the winning of the reward, free of charge, and they consent to TGIL 
for using their name, likeness, image and/or voice in the event they are a winner (including 
photograph, film and/or recording of the same) in promotional material or in any media for an 
unlimited period without remuneration for the purpose of promoting this Programme (including 
any outcome), and promoting any products manufactured, distributed and/or supplied by TGIL. 
 

17. The lucky winners may be required to sign receipts, affidavits, indemnity, agreements and/or 
documents as required by TGIL with respect to present Contest. 
 

18. TGIL shall not be liable for any loss or damage due to any act of God, Governmental actions, 
actions of judiciary or quasi judiciary authorities, other force majeure circumstances and shall not 
be liable to pay any amount as compensation or otherwise for any such loss. 
 

19. This Contest including reward will be subject to Indian laws, including tax regulation as and when 
applicable. Winners need to bear all applicable Govt. taxes and duties which might be relevant on 
the Reward. 
 

20. By entering the Contest, all contestants fully and unconditionally accept and agree to all the terms 
and conditions of this Contest out of their own free will and there is no compulsion or coercion or 
undue influence exerted upon the contestants to participate in the Contest or agree the Terms 
and Conditions as mentioned herein above. Non-acceptance of any of these Terms and Conditions 
will result in disqualification from the Contest. The contestants warrant that they are of sound 
mind, of requisite legal age and have clearly understood the contest details. The contestant 
further agrees that the Contest does not involve a matter of chance and / or gambling and does 
not call for any entry fee being charged by TGIL from the contestants. 
 

21. The contestant agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless TGIL, its directors, officers, 
employees, agents, affiliates and suppliers from any liability, loss, claim and expense (including 
reasonable legal fees) directly or indirectly related to  the contestant’s breach of present Terms 
and Conditions. 
 



22. TGIL does not accept any responsibility or liability towards the personal security or property of the 
contestants in the course of taking part in the Contest. 
 

23. All disputes with respect to this Contest are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts or 
forums in Delhi only. 
 

24. Any provision of the these Terms and Conditions that is declared invalid or unenforceable by a 
Court of competent jurisdiction shall be ineffective to the extent of such invalidity or 
unenforceability without invalidating or rendering unenforceable the remaining provisions hereof. 
 

25. The Contest is not a game of chance or gambling and does not amount to lottery. 
 

26. If a scratch card is not given with the eligible purchase, it is the consumer’s responsibility to ask for 
the same and TGIL shall not, in any way, be responsible for non-receipt of the same. 
 

27. TGIL accepts no liability for any errors or omissions, whether on behalf of itself, Amazon India, 
authorized dealer/franchisee or any third Parties. 
 

 
 


